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VOCATION DDH PALE ALE ROLE WITH IT (5.2%)
Free and easy pale. With super juicy hops and
a pillowy soft mouthfeel, it’s the perfect beer
for the good times in life. It’s hazy, hoppy
and dangerously drinkable. Let’s roll.

VOCATION DDH PALE ALE ROLE WITH IT (5.2%)
Free and easy pale. With super juicy hops and
a pillowy soft mouthfeel, it’s the perfect beer
for the good times in life. It’s hazy, hoppy
and dangerously drinkable. Let’s roll.

£5.00

£5.00

VOCATION NEW MUSIK (4.0%)
A juicily smooth and sessionable pale for the
post-punk era. New Musick was the original term
used to describe a wave of progressive,
avant-garde style rock, born in the late 70s
as musicians moved away from the clichés of
traditional punk.
£5.00

VOCATION NEW MUSIK (4.0%)
A juicily smooth and sessionable pale for the
post-punk era. New Musick was the original term
used to describe a wave of progressive,
avant-garde style rock, born in the late 70s
as musicians moved away from the clichés of
traditional punk.
£5.00

BEATNIKS REPUBLIK TROPIC FIESTA (4.0%)
Tropic Fiesta is a tropical fruit-forward
Session IPA using Mosaic and Ekuanot hops.
It’s a clean, easy-drinking, sessionable beer.

£5.20

BEATNIKS REPUBLIK TROPIC FIESTA (4.0%)
Tropic Fiesta is a tropical fruit-forward
Session IPA using Mosaic and Ekuanot hops.
It’s a clean, easy-drinking, sessionable beer.

£5.20

£5.50

SHINDIGGER SESSION IPA (4.2%)
Easy drinking IPA you can keep on sipping!
A magic combination of Citra and Australian
hop Galaxy presents fresh tropical notes.

£5.50

£6.50

SQUAWK TACO PALE (5%)
Full-bodied and juicy - this pale layers
up dried mango, candied fruit and dank
hoppy goodness. Those flavours ride on top
of a balanced malty base with a touch of
bitterness in the finish.

£6.50

£5.50

ZAPATO BEAUCOOP WEISSE (3%)
A refreshing and quaffable Berliner Weisse
with cherry and raspberry added in just
enough quantities to keep things interesting.

£5.50

SHINDIGGER SESSION IPA (4.2%)
Easy drinking IPA you can keep on sipping!
A magic combination of Citra and Australian
hop Galaxy presents fresh tropical notes.
SQUAWK TACO PALE (5%)
Full-bodied and juicy - this pale layers
up dried mango, candied fruit and dank
hoppy goodness. Those flavours ride on top
of a balanced malty base with a touch of
bitterness in the finish.
ZAPATO BEAUCOOP WEISSE (3%)
A refreshing and quaffable Berliner Weisse
with cherry and raspberry added in just
enough quantities to keep things interesting.

ZAPATO PALE 10 HOP (5.5%)
Featuring Ekuanot BBC, Citra Cryo, Talus,
Centennial, Citra, Nelson Sauvin, Ella, Motueka,
Goldings, Bramling Cross and Simcoe.
Bittersweet pale laced with Citra all through
the boil and dry hopped with all the hops from
the last 10 pales!
£6.00
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ZAPATO A KREIK (5%)
Mixed fermentation cherry beer with
lactobacillus and Kviek yeast is intensely
red and juicy, tart and delicious!

£5.50

ZAPATO A KREIK (5%)
Mixed fermentation cherry beer with
lactobacillus and Kviek yeast is intensely
red and juicy, tart and delicious!

£5.50

£7.00

DEYA STEADY ROLLING MAN (5.2%)
The heady concoction of old-time blues records
and juicy American hops transfixed us from the
start and the rolling man was born in these
sessions! Incredibly soft and delicate with
intense tropical fruit hop aromatics and
saturation, this is our vision of the perfect
pale ale.

£7.00

£6.00

BURNING SKY EASY ANSWERS (6%)
Luscious clean drinking IPA with good body
and subdued bitterness. Topped off with bags
of piney aroma hops and a hefty dry hop.

£6.00

£6.50

BURNT MILL SOLAR DAWN (4.8%)
Extra Pale, Vienna, Munich, caragold & flaked
oats make up the malt bill to give us plenty
of body and enough sweetness for the ripe
mango and bright citrus aromatics of Idaho 7,
Simcoe, Citra & Sultana to shine.

£6.50

TEGERNSEER HELL (4.8%)
Tegernseer Hell is a classic Munich Hell
Beer, otherwise known as a Helles Lager.
Pouring a crystal clear, light golden colour,
this beer offers up delicate floral, honey
aromas. The first sip reveals a full-bodied
malt flavour with bready characteristics and
low bitterness - an easy-drinking, yet
flavourful brew.

£6.50

TEGERNSEER HELL (4.8%)
Tegernseer Hell is a classic Munich Hell
Beer, otherwise known as a Helles Lager.
Pouring a crystal clear, light golden colour,
this beer offers up delicate floral, honey
aromas. The first sip reveals a full-bodied
malt flavour with bready characteristics and
low bitterness - an easy-drinking, yet
flavourful brew.

£6.50

WHITEBOX POCKET NEGRONI (21.8%)
Porter Gin, Bitter Aperitiv, Sweet Vermouth.

£4.00

WHITEBOX POCKET NEGRONI (21.8%)
Porter Gin, Bitter Aperitiv, Sweet Vermouth.

£4.00

DEYA STEADY ROLLING MAN (5.2%)
The heady concoction of old-time blues records
and juicy American hops transfixed us from the
start and the rolling man was born in these
sessions! Incredibly soft and delicate with
intense tropical fruit hop aromatics and
saturation, this is our vision of the perfect
pale ale.
BURNING SKY EASY ANSWERS (6%)
Luscious clean drinking IPA with good body
and subdued bitterness. Topped off with bags
of piney aroma hops and a hefty dry hop.
BURNT MILL SOLAR DAWN (4.8%)
Extra Pale, Vienna, Munich, caragold & flaked
oats make up the malt bill to give us plenty
of body and enough sweetness for the ripe
mango and bright citrus aromatics of Idaho 7,
Simcoe, Citra & Sultana to shine.

NATURAL WINE LIST

ROSÉ

Specially curated by Kwas. A small
wine shop and bar in Huddersfield.

2020 TREMENDUS RIOJA CLARETE SPAIN (13ABV)
Tremendus Rioja Clarete, Viura, Garnacha, refreshing,
dry pink Spanish wine. Rioja Clarete looks like a rosé
but is made differently. Maceration is on the skins of
both white and red grapes before the juice is is used
for the fermentation yielding more of a white wine
with a pink hue. Bone dry, fresh with subtle red fruit
flavours and a pleasant creaminess.

These wines have no hidden nasties,
nothing added, nothing taken out.
Just grapes. We hope you enjoy.
All wines are vegan.

Bottle £21 | Glass £3.8/£5.5/£7
RED
2020 SAMURAI SHIRAZ SOUTH AUSTRALIA. (13.9ABV)
According to the tasting note on the bottle, their
Samurai Shiraz “tastes like ninjas”. Whoever knew
ninjas tasted this good! More Syrah in style than
Shiraz, the wine offers vibrant, juicy flavours of
wdamson, plum, vanilla and spice. Delicious – and
excellent value for money.

W2021 PINK MOUSTACHE SOUTH AFRICA (12.5ABV)
A fantastic value Natural Wine from the South African
pioneers Intellego who have been banging out some
incredible wines over the years. Pink Moustache is a
lively and fun natural rosé, cloudy in the glass and
creamy in texture. Strong strawberry vibes on the nose
and other lip-smacking red fruits mingle with a sherbet
quality, nicely balanced and a great crowd pleaser.

Bottle £17 | Glass £3.5/£5/£6.5

Bottle £29

2020 CLAIRIÈRES MERLOT 2020
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE (13ABV)
A dark purple-red in colour. On the nose, aromatic black
cherry fruits backed up by notes of black pepper and
vanilla. The palate is well structured with mineral
notes. Dry with sweet tannins and an earthy finish.
Bottle £19 | Glass £3.5/£5/£6.5

SPARKLING
FRIZZANTE HALF BOTTLE VENETO ITALY (11ABV)
This lovely
prosecco is termed ‘Frizzante’ which means it’s lightly
sparkling (Spumante is the fully sparkling version) and
nicely soft on the tongue. On the nose it has aromas of
blanched almonds and white flowers giving a quite heady
quality. On the tongue it’s ever so slightly off-dry with
a lovely softeness and a touch of poached apple flavour
along with zesty sherbet and candied fruits.

2021 GRANITICO CINSAULT (12.5ABV)
The Granítico Cinsault from A Los Viñateros Bravos
is dry-farmed in granite soils and hand-harvested.
The wine is fermented with native yeasts in concrete,
settles naturally and has a small addition of sulfur
prior to bottling. This Cinsault is fresh and vibrant
with an abundance of red flower, spice and red cassis
fruit flavors with excellent concentration, light, dusty
tannins and a refreshing finish. A real treat from
a terroir-obsessed grower and winemaker.

PAGO CAVA BRUT NATURE (11.5ABV)
A pale straw yellow in the glass with greenish tinges.
The persistent mouse carries with it notes of apricot,
apple and pear. On the palate, light and fresh with a
cleansing acidity leading to a lingering finish.

Bottle £27

Bottle £22

WHITE

ORANGE

SAMURAI CHARDONNAY 2020 (12.3ABV)
The FRJ Chardonnay is clean, fresh & fruity, and unlike
many Australian wines at this price, possesses juicy
and balanced acidity. Notes of white peach and hints of
cream. Fresh and crisp with a forward acidity, notes of
pears and kiwi fruit.

2020 BAGLIO ANTICO BIANCO IGP (13ABV)
Baglio Bianco - Orange wine made from organic Catarratto
in western Sicily. Made with three days maceration on
skins, this has a lovely golden colour with aromas and
flavours of russet apples (with the skins) and red plums.
An excellent introductory orange wine.

Bottle £19 | Glass £3.5/£5/£6.5

Bottle £27

2019 TREMENDUS RIOJA BLANCO, BODEGA HONORIO
RUBIO SPAIN (13ABV)
A pale straw-yellow in colour. On the nose scents of
honey, pineapple and green apple. On the palate, fresh
and light with a creamy texture. Notes of white peach
and citrus. The finish is crisp and refreshing.

2020 ALFREDO MAESTRO – LOVAMOR (13.5ABV)
Slightly pinkish, peachy orange colour. Fairly intense,
with a slight haze. The nose is pronounced and
distinctive with aromas of pear drop, banana and pear.
There’s also peach and apricot stone fruit and baked
orchard fruit with floral notes of honeysuckle and
white lilac blossom.

Bottle £21 | Glass £3.8/£5.5/£7

Bottle £15

Bottle £30
2020 LE BLANC DE LA MARIEE SAUVIGNON FRANCE (12.5ABV)
Delicious and vibrant Loire sauvignon from one of our
favourite producers in Touraine. Aromas of green apples
and tropical fruit are followed by bright citrus and
stone fruit flavours. Clean and focused with a lengthy
finish, this is a superbly balanced wine.
Bottle £29

CIDER
LITTLE POMONA – TABLE CIDER (7.3%)
Susanna and James Forbes of Little Pomona make natural
cider from their 120 tree orchard in Thornbury, North
Herefordshire. This is their table cider, a rolling
blend with juicy fruit, soft bubbles and light tannins.
Bottle £15

